Depending on their distribution relative to the treatment field, density heterogeneities might be difficult to handle correctly by pencil beam algorithms. We suggest a methodology to estimate the tissue inhomogeneities traversed by a proton field: the heterogeneity index (HI).
( 1) where T i (z k ) is the appropriate set of sampling points in the x-y plane at depth z k . The lateral fluence Φ(x j , y j , z) is approximated by a Gaussian distribution, whose standard deviation σ i (z k ) determines T i (z k ); all points closer than 3σ i (z k ) to the central axis of the pencil kernel are considered for the calculation. Differences are analyzed at each depth z k from the patient surface, z 0 =0, to a depth equal to the prescribed range after the compensator (in water equivalent distance), z Ri =R i . The square of HI i is the sum of all differences along the studied length: (2) We define HI for the proton beam as the addition of all indexes HI i (x i ,y i ) weighted by the relative dose profile at the entrance of the patient, w 0i (x i ,y i ):
where A represents the effective area within which pencil kernels are sampled. This area is defined by the aperture size. With this parametrization, heterogeneities lateral to the central axis of each pencil kernel will increase HI. For a homogeneous phantom, HI would be zero. This approach works best for small fields. For larger fields, variations in HI within the field might be too big to allow a characterization of the geometry based on an average HI alone.
Patient population and HI-values:
We studied seven patients (A-G) with either brain or intracranial lesions treated at Massachusetts General Hospital with small proton fields; aperture diameters ranged from 17mm to 36mm. A total of 26 fields were analyzed. Figure 1 shows an example for one of the studied fields. The beam traverses a highly inhomogeneous region full of air cavities and bony structures of the skull. Therefore, the HIvalue associated to this field is high (i.e. around 0.5 in arbitrary units). Spearman's ρ=0.78 (p<0.0001) Comparison of dose distributions: Delivered dose to the patient using Monte Carlo simulations (MC) and expected dose using a pencil beam (PB) dose calculation algorithm and output factor prescription in water were compared in terms of the DVHs. Figure 2 shows the comparison for one of the fields. Figure 3 shows the correlation between the HI-values of each field and the error made by the pencil beam algorithm combined with output factor normalization in water in terms of GTV dose coverage. We found that a tolerance level of 3% leads to a threshold HI-value of 0.174. Indexes above this value indicate that either a change in beam incidence (if feasible) or a Monte Carlo re-calculation of the treatment plan should be considered.
HI vs dose differences:
When summing over all prescribed fields of each treatment, the error in the dose to the GTV was within clinical tolerance in all cases (patients A-G). 
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